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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses the behavior o£ the optical 
trans£er £unction for an aberrated lens on axis at 
several £ocal settings. The aberration considered is 
spherical and the £ocus is varied in £ive steps from 
paraxial to marginal £ocus. The curves are then 
interpreted in terms o£ spurious resol ution, band 
pass, and shift o£ focus with spatial frequency. 
'l'he problem is £ormulated for circular apertures 
in both cartesian and polar coordinates and the di£-
ficulties associated with such a general approach are 
described. 'i'he equivalent one dimensional problem £or 
a slit aperture is then formulated in detail. 
~valuation of the transfer £unction is accomplished 
by one of three methods depending on the amount o£ 
spherical aberration. For the case of zero aberration 
the integral is evaluated anal ytically by direct 
integration. For a quarter wave o£ aberration the inte-
grand is expanded in a Taylors series and integrated 
term by term. Finally £or larger aberrations Simpson's 
method of numerical integration is utilized and the 
properties of the function which make it particularly 
adaptable to ntooerical integration are established. lt 
wa s possible thereby to obtain the transfer function 
at five positions between the paraxial and marginal focus 
for four different amounts of spherical aberration. 
ln order to demonstrate how refocusing can compensate 
for spherical aberration, a family of curves was plotted 
f or each aberration with focal ratio as a parameter. lt 
was possible after squaring these curves ordinate by 
ordinate to obtain the equival~nt band pass by planimeter 
integration. 
To demonstrate that the focal setting for maximum 
contrast depends on the spatial frequency the following 
graphical method was utilized. For each aberration a 
family of curves was plotted, contrast versus focal setting, 
with frequency as aparameter. It was observed that the 
maxima of these curves tended to shift toward the 
paraxial then toward the marginal focus as the frequency 
continued to increase. 
Finally an evaluation of the methods used and results 
obt ained is presented. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to present quanti-
tatively the behavior of the optical transfer function 
1 
for a cylindrical lens with varying amounts of spherical 
aberration and refocusing. Such studies have been made 
before both theoretically and experimentally in terms of 
resolution limit and the light distribution in a point 
image; however, recent trends indicate that the transfer 
function is a more meaningful criterion in the general 
problem of image evaluation. 
The development of both theoretical and applied 
optics over the past decades have given rise to a 
multitude of new requirements for optical systems. 
These requirements have brought optical testing methods 
under close scrutiny. Such questions as, "Is resolution 
limit the best measure of lens performanceu, and "How 
should resolution be measured", have to be answered. 
Experimental and theoretical considerations indicate 
that the resolution limit depends on the arrangement and 
contrast of the testing target. More important, different 
targets do not always rank lenses in the same order.l 
Out of these considerations have come the need for a 
method of lens evaluation which is independent of 
object contrast. 
For this reason considerable attention has been 
afforded the transfer fUnction. The transfer function 
has been defined in a number of ways. However, for 
the purpose of this paper it su£.fices to define it as 
the normalized ratio of :tniage~ 'td.·-:ooject: contrast for 
a sine wave target as a function of spatial frequency. 
Therefore, by definition the transfer fUnction is 
independent of object contrast. The function can be 
evaluated in optics as in electronics, mechanics, or 
acoustics as the Fourier transform of the impulse 
response. In the optical case, the transfer function 
is the Fourier transform of the point image distri-
bution.2 Further developments have shown that the 
transfer function can also be evaluated as the convo-
lution integral of the aberrated aperture.3 
1. Reference 13 
2. Reference 8 
3. Reference 8 
2 
Once the transfer function is known, the image 
distribution of spatial frequencies can be predicted 
from either the Fourier spectrum or the power spectral 
density of the object depending on whether it is a 
periodic, isolated, or a random space funtion~l lt 
is precisely because of such flexible and general 
properties that the transfer function is such a 
valuable tool. Although the concepts embodied in 
the transfer function appear to have been first 
employed by Rayliegh it was only recently that int-
erest grew and the theory was formalized. 
ln a more detailed treatment· of the problem, 
Steel2 determined the effect of small aberrations 
( < ¥~) on systems with a centrally obstructed 
circular aperture. lt was decided to extend this 
investigation on axis to the more practical region 
1. Reference 1 
2. Reference 11 
3 
up to a £ull wave, by. means o£ graphical or numerical 
integration. 
This paper then presents the method of calculation 
and results along with -some o£ the useful information 
obtainable from the curves, e.g. Schade's equivalent 
band pass, and maximum contrast versus £ocal setting 
with frequency as a parameter, etc. 
4 
Chapter II 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The first part of this thesis concerns itself 
with the determination of transfer functions for a 
slit aperture with varying amounts of spherical 
aberration and refocusing.l Because of the compu-
tational difficulties encountered in the two dimen-
sional problem of a circular aperture, it was decided 
to deal with the equivalent one dimensional case. 
To illustrate this point this chapter is divided 
into three sections the first two of which deal 't'Vith 
the two dimensional problem of a circular aperture in 
cartesian and polar coordinates respectively and the 
last with a slit aperture. 
Circular Aperture: Cartesian Coordinates 
For this case, the transfer function is given by 
the convolution integral.2 
1. The term spherical aberration used here actually 
refers to the deviation from a cylindrical wave 
front, but since this is the one dimensional 
analogue of spherical aberration the older term 
5 
is retained in preference to cylindrical aberration. 
2. .tteference 8. 
6 
i. e. oo 
Eq. 2-1 7:(/.J,J r.)s JJ A(4 r)A{.<1-4J Y-i; )of4.1r 
--
where A(~ r)=o 
2-2 
where ~ is the deviation of the wave front from 
a reference wave, i.e. the aberration. With uniform 
transmission over the aperture 
lA (4; .r) I =I 
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- The first term is spherical aberration and the second 
describes the defocusing. We can, for convenience, due 
to rotational symmetry, take '10 = 0 
this means we shift along the 11 
• Physically 
axis shown in 
Figure 2-1 which also serves to define the region of 
integration. 
With limits thus defined Eq. 2-1 becomes 
~~ 
I (1-/12.) 
Eq. 2-5 ); {I.J.) =~/ c/1.1 J Al4 Y) A11(1.1-/.1,.) 'r) .f y 
4:- () 
And the above mentioned simplification gives 
Eq. 2-6 [ 
.2 J a] [ Y A~ s. LJ = h /.1 - .z ~ /.i + 4 + r + a.. ~ + t "~IJ r 
or 
where a and bare in units of ·wave length and k is the 
wave number, ...A.f:- hence the wave length cancels out of · 
the calculations and the transfer fUnction is given by 
t. ~, 
I {J-_4 J · • I 
Eq. 2-8 7:(1.1,)=-tJ J;J J e l;f!Ltl .f If 
~ f) 
AI 
'"' is given above in Eq. 2-7. 
Because of the complexity of Eq. 2-8 in terms of 
numerical integration, this approach was abandoned. 
However, the radial symmetry of Eq. 2-4 suggests 
the use of polar coordinates. Further, since we shift 
9 
along a radius such an approach seems doubly attractive. 
Circular Aperture: Polar coordinates 
The element of area is then 
e, 
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and we change variables so that 
To put the problem into polar coordinates we 
select circular zones as in Figure 2-2. 
The convolution integral for the common area in 
the absence of aberrations now takes the form 
or specifically 
Eq. 2-9 
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For a clear aperture, i.e. no aberrations, Eq. 2-9 
is precisely L (/.10 ) • Integration of' .Eq. 2-9 yields 
or normalized 
a well known result. Figure 2-3 shows the transfer 
function f'or an ideal circular aperture. 
If we now try to extend this method to the aberra-
tions in question they will be defined as follows: 
Eq. 2-12 
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and Ll = Ll ( /') - Ll { ~) 
where ~ is defined by Figure 2-4 as 
.t ~ .a. 
Eq. 2-13 ~ = (4-/-f;) + ( Y-1;) 
Once again because of rotational symmetry we can 
shift along the /.1 axis taking ~ equal to zero. 
and 
with a and b defined as above and ~ = P { ~) from 
Figure 2-4 then Eq. 5 becomes 
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AI Since '"' is a function of ¢ this approach also 
involves a two fold integration of the exponential and 
it was decided to seek another scheme. 
Slit Apertures: Cartesian Coordinates 
17 
Generally speaking when one is confronted with a 
problem which appears overly comple~ in two dimensions, 
it is worth while to solve the problem first in one 
dimension. Such an approach always proYides an insight 
into the behavior of the two dimensional problem and 
often proves to be of interest in itself, e.g. in radar. 
The next step then was to attempt to solve the uni-
dimensional problem which should lend itself more 
readily to numerical methods. 
The equivalent one dimensional problem deals with 
line sources and cylindrical wave fronts. The various 
Fourier relations that exist are well knownl and will 
not be rederived in this paper. Essentially the problem 
is the same except that one deals with one dimensional 
as opposed to two dimensional Fourier transform pairs. 
1. Reference 14 
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The convolution integral for the area in the 
absence of aberration then becomes 
Eq. 2-14 
I I 
f ~~= 4/ = :z-~ /1-J (# 
11-1 
• 
For an ideal cylindrical lens this is precisely 
the transfer function. The above curve is normalized 
and plotted, Figure 2-6, and for the rest of this 
paper wil l be referred to as 1:0 0 • J 
The aberrations in this case are defined byl 
Eq. 2-15 
and IJ1 (4) =~(d)- LJ (/.5~ 4) 
1. C!.- -:z..ll 
-
..b.. 
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e· 
and the transfer function is given by 
This integral, Eq. 2-16, does lend itself quite 
readily to numerical evaluation. The details of this 
evaluation are given in Chapter lii. 
In summary, therefore, this paper concerns itself 
with the calculation and interpretation of the one 
dimensional transfer functions for varying amounts of 
spherical aberration at several axial focal points. 
20 
Chapter III 
~mTHOD OF EVALUATION 
The ~ctual evaluation of the integral in the 
preceding chapter is accomplished by one of three 
methods depending on the amount of spherical aber-
ration. For this reason this chapter is divided 
into three sect.ions to discuss each method separately. 
Zero Aberration 
With no spherical aberration the problem reduces 
to simply defocusing. This integral can be evaluated 
analytically as shown by O'Neill and Spencer.! It 
21 
will be included here, however, for the sake of complete-
ness. With no spherical aberration the deviation is 
given by 
3-1 
.2. /j,=-b/.1 
and ' a )~ Ll :::- b /.1 + b (4-4; 
1. ~eferences $ and 10. 
22 
then 
I I 
3-3 1'(~)=1 I!Hkb4{.zl1-4,)e/4 ri.j .-kb4{~4-4)e/4 
~-/ /.f-1 
tl 
the second integral is zero 
I 
i]~~<b4 t:~.ll-4)c/4: l, [~xb4 (.2-4)-~kh~ (4-.t)] 
.z kbl.1., 
/.l-1 ., 
since ~ ,e. = t!4'fl. (- '%) the term inside the brackets 
vanishes. The first integral of 3-3 gives 
I 
23 
J ~kh~ ~tf-4)1/J: I [~kb-4,{.t-4)-AU-wkb4, {~-:2-) 7 :kb4 . j 
1.1-1 
• 
or 
Eq. 3-4 6 (/.1.)- 4 ~ /( b/.1,. (~ -/.Z.) 
• - 2.kb?l ., ., 
• 
to normalize Eq. 3-4 
Finally 
4(-&kh 4: (.t -4) 
kb~ 
Eq. 3-5 is plotted for five values of b in 
Chapter 1 V. The maximum value of b ( i:» = A ) cor-
responds to a focal shift equal to the total 
longitudinal aberration of a lens with a half wave 
of spherical aberration at the paraxial. 
A Quarter Wave of Spherical Aberration 
Steel's more comprehensive treatment for all 
five Seidel aberrationsl showed that for aberrations 
less than or equal to a quarter wave t he first two 
terms of the Taylor's expansion of the aberration 
gave a sufficient approximation. 
i.e. 
""" z f!.IH % = I - -41£-
:z.! 
Applying this approximation to Eq. 3-3 gives 
t-11. 
24 
Eq. 3-6 J 6 _.!IJ=-a( /14 6+ 8/.J'.,. t!/Jy -1- J).d·, -1-£ /.1 2r F4 + Gj.,p .4 
0 
1. Reference 11. 
Where 
A= II- 4 ~ 
J 
B= - '164.. II 
E= 
G= 
Integrating Eq. 3-6 yields 
25 
.e 
This function is plotted for various val ues of the 
refocusing coeff icient, C.= -f-
appear in Chapter I V. 
• 'l'hese curves also 
§pherical Aberration Greater Than A Quarter Wave 
The actual computation of the integral set up in 
the preceding chapter is simplified by a few algebraic 
manipulations. For the sake of clarity these manipu-
lations and the definitions of the symbols are outlined 
below. 
If the aberrations are defined by 
Eq. 3-8 
where a and b are in units of wave length, , then 
Eq. 3-9 
and 
Eq. 3-10 
Ll 1(/1): LJ {4)- A {/.1-4) 
F{/1):. A 
a. 
I 
~S ,a. ( ~) ~ill ·be called the angular function. 
The correspond1ng transfer function is symbolized by 
1:.~ (4) • a and b are referred to as co-
ptcl. 
eff1cient of spherical aberration and coefficient of 
refocusing respectively; i.e., ?;; ~ 1~ is the transfer Y.t.'" .,y 
function for a lens with a quarter wave of spherical 
aberration focused at the midfocus (half way between 
the marginal and paraxial focus) • ~2. s Vy is the 
corresponding angular function. 
With these definitions the problem of evaluating 
' I 
tl<tJ 
Eq. 3-11 e t:f/.1 
is treated as follows: 
27 
Eq. 3-13 I 
I I ~ 2~d. F (.9) .,f/.? +- i. J ~ "-fci. F(IS)e/4 
11-1 
• 
and 
where e - .J:L- 2. fe 
- .;z. - LA 
then 
hence 
Eq. 3-16 
/.1. -I ~ 
29 
F (/.:?) has a root and inflection point at 
which suggests the following change of variables. 
Let 4'=4- 4 
.;t 
then 
3 
L1 =cz. F(4) =a..['l~ /.1' +~ 74'-..2 t!.~ /.f'} 
... .. 
to change limits of integration 
&t /1-=/.1.-J at· (J 4=1 
4 '==- ~ (I - ~) 4'= ( l-4) 
Equation 3-13 can now be written as 
Eq. 3-18 (1-tl-) (!-~) 
1:(/.f.)=j =-~d. F(!1')/tf' -1-i J A•--~J.F(d~ 
-{ 1- ~) -(1- ~) 
30 
but ~ ~~ is an odd function therefore 
(1-,41 if~ !} ;z F~J~' = o 
-(l-t1f) 
and the ~ Ffo ') is an even function therefore 
Substituting Eq. 3-17 
Since the last term in fyg/ is the only one which 
contains the refocusing coefficient, the first half of 
Eq. 3-17 is the angular function for the paraxial focus. 
31 
Eq. 3-19 
Computationally the following two generative 
relationships are of considerable interest. From 
Eq. 3-17 it is clear that 
Eq. 3-20 AlJ.~ a [ f;J, {4~- J.C/';41 J.A J 
Eq. 3-21 A.LJ;. = il [ ~. (ftij 
i..AJ 
Qualitatively, refocusing subtracts a constant 
from the shifted wave front ,deviation ordinate by 
ordinate while changing the aberration multiplies this 
function by a constant a. The importance of these 
generative relations becomes obvious as the computa-
tional scheme is outlined. 
The first approach to evaluation Eq. 3-17a was to 
plot { ys ') for various values of ;9., • Since this 
curve is a well behaved cubic only a few points needed 
to be calculated. From this curve then the value 
Of rfA') ry~ could be obtained for many intermediate 
points. These ordinates were then converted to 
degrees and the cosines obtained. In this fashion 
the CJ.1t A a. f{4J was plotted for several values of 
and the areas were obtained by planimeter 
integration. This method, however, was disregarded 
in favor of Simpson's method of numerical integration 
which was believed more accurate and less tedious. 
After the shifted wave front deviation was 
32 
tabulated for a given aberration, the same function 
for other focal positions were obtained by subtracting 
ordinate by ordinate according to Eq. 3-20. To 
obtain ~ for another aberration the ordinates were 
multiplied according to Eq. 3-21. 'l'he process was 
then repeated until all the curves were generated. 
The tabulated calculations appear in Appendix III. 
The method discussed above was used for~~ Jt . 
These curves also appear in Chapter IV. 
Chapter IV 
DISCUSSIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
Before discussing in detail the results of this 
investigation a few fundamental relationships between 
object, image, and transfer function should be re-
viewed. For example, for periodic or isolated 
{transient) detail the transfer function is the ratio 
of image to object spatial spectra as below: 
Where I image is the Fourier spectrum of the image 
and I object is the Fourier spectrum of the object. 
Thus the transfer function can be thought of as an 
operator which operates on the Fourier spectrum of the 
object (intensity distribution) to produce the Fourier 
spectrum of the image intensity distribution. 
33 
Modern communication theory extends these relation-
ships to random detail. The same type of analysis 
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1'.(w) 
applies except that one does not deal directly with 
the intensity distributions but rather with their 
statistical properties, correlation functions and 
power spectral de.nsities. For random objects the 
object and image ~re related as follows: 
Where ~ .. is the power spectral density of the 
.]:, 
i mage and ~ is the power spectral density of the 
_%4'0 
object. 
It is clear then that one must specify precisely 
the nature of the object in order to determine which 
form of the transfer function is most applicable. 
Bearing this in mind let us first direct our 
attention to periodic detail. 
Periodic Detail 
Figure 4-1, which illustrates the effect of 
defocusing a perfect system, has been published beforel 
1. c. f. Reference . . . - ;, 
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Figure 4-3 
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS - HALFWAVE OF 
SPHERICAL ABERRATIONS 
c..; 
Wo 
and is presented here only £or the sake o£ completeness. 
The curves show the tendency one would expect intuitively. 
The more the lens is defocused the more degraded is the 
trans£er £unction until £inally even a per£ect system 
gives spurious resolution. For example a lens defocused 
by ~ would give spurious resolution £or periodic 
targets with a frequency between .1. c.J., and ,I Wowhere 
G:>o is the limiting resolution of the system given 
by • 
Figure 4-2 shows the trans£er function for a quarter 
wave of spherical aberration. It is clear from this 
£igure that the paraxial focus is no longer the best 
focus and that refocusing to the mid focus gives a 
transfer function almost as good as a perfect system. 
This, of course, is to be expected since from a purely 
geometrical standpoint the maximum aberration is now 
only • 
Figure 4-3, transfer functions for a slit aperture 
with a half .wave of spherical aberration, also indicates 
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CONTRAST VS. FOCAL SETTING 
ZERO SPHERICAL ABERRATION 
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a considerable improvement by refocusing to the mid focus. 
However, it will be noted that the mid focus is not the 
best for all frequencies as it appeared to be in the case 
of a quarter wave aberration. 
Figures 4-4a and 4-4b represent a full wave of 
spherical aberration. Again it is seen that the mid 
focus is considerably better than the paraxial or marginal. 
However, it is quite clear that the best focus for 
periodic detail is a function of the spatial frequency. 
To examine this effect more q~antitatively the following 
graphical method was uti~ized. For several values of 
spatial frequency the ordinate, contrast, was read off 
each of the five curves for each aberration. These ordinates 
were then plotted versus focal setting with frequency as 
a parameter. 
Figure 4-5 is the contrast versus focal setting for 
zero spherical aberration. As would be expected this 
family of curves does not exhibit a shift in focus (i.e. 
a shift of maxima). For a quarter wave of spherical, 
Figure 4-6, there is a slight shift toward the paraxial 
• 
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CONTRAST VS. FOCAL SETTING 
FULL WAVE OF SPHERICAL ABERRATION 
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focus as the frequency is increased. This effect is 
more pronounced for a half and full wave of spherical, 
Figures 4-7 and 4-S respectively. 
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The curves shown are for only a few frequencies 
which serve to demonstrate the shift. lf, however, the 
frequencies are further increased the position of best 
focus shifts back toward the marginal focus as would be 
inferred from the appearance of the transfer functions. 
The shift of focus shovm in the above discussion 
agrees qualitatively with the shift observed experimentally 
for a circular lens by Mr. R. V. Schack at the National 
Bureau of Standards and others.l 
The above discussion was presented as an example of 
how the transfer function can provide an insight into 
the theory of image formation and evaluation for periodic 
detail. That this function is applicabl e to isolated 
and random detail can be shovm by an appeal to recent 
developments in communication theory •. :· 
Random Detail 
Recall that modern communication theory shows that 
for random detail the object is related to the image in 
1. References 3 and 5 • 
. ..... 
the following fashion: 
Where 1
1
•
2· 
~) and "I fA.,) ~,.,-
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are the power spectral 
densities of the image and object respectively. From 
this Schade has Shain that the significant measure of 
image quality of an optical system for random objects, 
assuming a white noise input, is the equivalent band 
pass.1 '!'he equivalent band pass is defined as follows: 
It was decided therefore to examine the effect of 
refocusing on the equivalent band pass. TO obtain the 
band pass for the transfer functi.ons in this analysis the 
transfer functions· were squared ordinate by ordinate and 
plotted. the equivalent band pass was then obtained by 
planimeter integration. 
J.. Reference 9. 
NORMALIZED BAND PASS VERSUS 
FOCAL RATIO 
FIG. 4-9 
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In figure 4-9 t he equivalent ba nd pass is plotted 
wrsus focal setting in order to demonstrate the effect 
of refocusing for each aberration. 
For the band pass versus focal setting there was 
not enough points to determine precisely the positions 
of the maxima; but the curves do seem to indicate that 
though the best focus is between the paraxial and 
marginal it is not precisely the mid focus. Jvioreover, 
it appears to shift slightly, the exact amount of which 
is beyond the scope of this paper. 
It should be noted that the abscissa in 4-9 is ).'1 and not J'). Therefore the shaprness of the 
maxima is not a direct indication of the depth of 
focus. 
Chapter v 
CONCLUSIONS 
The two dimensional problem appears to be too complex 
for numerical solution with desk calculators; however, 
automatic computing machines may provide an efficient 
means of solution. The nature of the unidimensional 
functions and the generative relationships developed 
earlier in the paper, make the method readily adaptable 
to numerical integration. 
'l'he intersections of the transfer functions obtained 
provide several interesting conclusions about the behavior 
of optical systems with regard to periodic detail. The 
first and most obvious of these is that the focal setting 
for maximum contrast is a function of the spatial 
frequency of the object. i.e. one must know the period 
of the object in order to determine the best focal 
setting. 
The fact that the transfer functions do intersect 
provides the basis for automatic focusing devices; for 
if the curves did not intersect there would be a single 
focal setting which provided maximum contrast for all 
frequencies, and this setting could be made initially. 
The results obtained here indica.te that the mid 
focus generally gives the best overall transfer function 
for periodic detail as might be expected since at this 
position geometrical optics predicts that the maximum 
wave front deviation is only 1/4 as great as at the 
paraxial. However, the curves for a full wave suggest 
that this may not be the case for larger aberrations. 
To study the behavior of the optical system for 
random detail Schade's equivalent band .pass was taken 
as the criterion for best focus. lVhile it was not 
possible to determine exactly the focal setting for 
maximum band pass, it was shown that for random detail, 
the best focal setting is in the neighborhood of the mid 
focus but not precisely there. 
'I'he results of this analysis corroborate the concept 
of geometrical optics that the circle of least confusion 
is "approximately" half way between the paraxial and 
marginal foci when primary and third order spherical 
aberrations only are present. 
The transfer function provides in aoomplete and 
quantitative fashion information about best focus and 
image qual ity which can onl y be inferred qualitatively 
from the earlier concepts of geometrical or physical 
optics. 
Actually this would be expected from the nature of 
the theory since the transfer function is obtained from 
the wave front deviation without recourse to the dif-
fraction pattern which in general is too complex to deal 
with even numerically. Up until recently the approach 
of physical optics has only conside~ed the intensity of 
the central maximum of the diffraction pattern.l 
The method of evaluation used in this paper appears 
to be capable of immediate extension to larger aberrations 
and the generative relationships would make it possible to 
use the values tabulated in Appendix III to generate the 
transfer function for several waves of aberration at any 
focal setting in a raatively short time (approximately 
eight hours). Although the only aberrations considered 
here were first and thini order spherical the method could 
be readily extended to higher orders. 
1. Reference 7 
An extension to larger aberrations should prove 
quite interesting in that more definite information 
about the relation between band pass etc. and focal 
setting could be obtained. 
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APPENDll I 
If 
L\ = a[yg .... ,, ... -+ ~'+ J1J 
Ll[ ys'~)J (i'-lo)] = ({[~JS~>'" + (1-Yo)Ja + 
f[f8;4t" +(1'--J:t] 
& 
and ,A= 2{ (;4'+r'l.f ffy4'1-Y")- [~;4.) .. +(J'-1:)"]-
-f[ (/-_;.g..) .. + rr- k'.n 1 
To convert to plane polar coordinates we define 
gl. I. a. p& /A 2.. 2.. 
.r =~ +1 ,;~ = yJ~) + (Y-~) 
then 
.A'= A(f) - Ll{J;J 
or 
A.' = ().[.f'~-1-Jfz -J/'--J;;J 
but , a. a. J: :_/)+/- -~,/)/o~6 +fi 
7- f{'= f'l +j1•4 Hf/-~- -tf/-~19 -ij;.•t,d -t 
~11,. ~~(; 
. ·• ~'= :J.fjio~-,/~9) 
+ fo~-l.fc.utt;)- .%~)' 
APPENDIX II 
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
s.A. = 3;4 
.4:: o.04 
.z, 11 r t&). oZ ., r {<!2 ~ • .t..11' Ffd?) 
.oo 0 0° 1.0000 
.02 0 00 0' 1.0000 
.o4 o.oo,;: 00 0' 1.0000 
.o6 o.on 00 O' 1.0000 
.o8 0.027 00 2' 1.0000 
.10 o.o54 00 3' 1.0000 
.12 0.081 00 5' 1.0000 
.14 0.108 00 6• 1.0000 
.16 0.189 00 ll' .99999 
.18 o.243 00 1.5' .99999 
.20 0.351 00 21' .99998 
.22 o.459 00 28' .99991 
.24 0.594 0 36 1 .99995 0 
.26 0.756 00 4.5' .99991 
.28 0.945 00 57' .99986 
.30 1.161 10 10' .99919 
1.431 0 26' .99969 .32 1 
.34 1.701 1 0 42 1 .99956 
.36 2.025 20 2' .99937 
.38 2.376 20 23 1 .99913 
.4o 2.781 20 47 1 .99882 
.42 3.213 30 13' .99842 
.44 3.699 30 42 1 .99792 
.46 4.212 40 13' .99729 
.48 4.779 40 47 1 .996.52 
.50 5.400 50 24' .99556 
s.r: 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2: 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
a 
4 
a. 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
81 
!A= 0 
4F 0 = 4.00000 
21.4 = 18.5.11832 
2i2 = 93.0134 
2F A = 1 • .51664 
A= 283.64836 
lw;J= .9455 
1f- = .8940 
4 =· 0.04 
..l7rr~2 ..Z7rrfi;2 c~ . ..:z7T.rfi?.) 
..£.c:... 
.52 6.075 6° 5 1 .99437 4 
.5h 6.804 60 48 1 .99297 2 
.56 7.587 70 35 1 .99125 4 
.58 8.451 80 27 1 .98914 2 
.60 9.342 90 21' .98671 4 
.62 10.314 10° 19' .98383 2 
.64 11.340 110 20' .98050 4 
.66 12.420 120 25 1 .97661 2 
.68 ]3.608 130 36 1 .97196 4-
.70 14.823 140 49 1 .96675 2 
.72 16.146 16° 9' .96054 4 
.74 17.523 17° 31 1 .95363 2 
.76 18.981 18° 59 1 .94561 4 
.78 20.520 20° 311 .93657 2 
.8o 22.140 22° 8• .92631 4 
.82 23.841 23° 50 1 .911+72 2 
.84 25.623 25° 37 1 .90171 4 
.86 27.486 27° 29 1 .88715 2· 
.88 29.457 29° 27 1 .87079 4 
.90 31.509 31° 31' .85249 2 
.92 33.642 33° 39 1 .83244 4 
.94 35.910 35° 55• .80987 2 
.96 38.232 38° 11+• .78550 4 
.98 40.689 40° 41 1 .75832 1 
1.oo 
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
s.A. = 3;4 
_,d = 0.2 
,t 7T F /!!2_ c.l7TF#J_ Qo. o2J/F ./sZ) 
....!l:L 
.oo 0 00 1.0000 4 4F = 4.ooooo 
.02 o.o54 oo 3' 1.0000 2 0 
00 214 = 104.86584 
.o4 0.108 6• 1.oooo 4 
00 
2i2 = 56.23956 
.06 0.189 ll' .99999 2 
2F =--2.87212 
.o8 0.270 oo 16 1 .99999 h A 
00 A = 163.23328 
.10 o.432 26' .99991 2 
00 Mf.f:,}=. .5441 
.12 0.621 37 1 .99994 4 1l- = .2960 
.11~ 0.891 00 .53 1 .99988 2 
.16 1.242 10 1.5' .99976 4 
.18 1.647 10 39 1 .99959 2 
.20 2.160 20 10' .99929 4 
.22 2.781 20 47 1 .99882 2 
.24 3 • .510 30 311 .99812 4 
.26 4.347 40 21' .99712 2 
.28 5.346 50 211 .99.564 4 
.30 6.480 60 29 1 ·99360 2 
.32 7.776 70 47' .99019 4 
.34 9.234 90 14' .98704 2 
.36 10.8.54 10° 511 .98212 4 
.38 12.663 120 40 1 .9'1566 2 
.40 14.688 140 41' .96734 4 
.42 16.902 16° 54' .9.5681 2 
.44 19.359 190 22' .94342 4 
.46 22.00.5 22° O' .92718 2 
J.7/r .M 2 cJL 7T r ./6', 2 Coo. ot 7/ r ,./&'./ 
_£L_ 
e .48 24.921 
240 55• .90692 4 
.5o 28.080 28° 5• .88226 2 
.52 31.482 31° 29 1 .85279 4 
.54 3.5 .181 35° ll' .81731 2 
.56 39.150 39° 9' • 77550 4 
.58 43.389 43° 23 1 .72677 2 
.60 47.952 47° 57 1 .66978 4 
.62 52.812 52° 49 1 .60437 2 
.64 57.996 58° or .52992 4 
.66 63.531 63° 32 1 .44.568 2 
.68 69.390 69° 23 1 .35211 4 
.70 75.600 75° 36 1 .24869 2 
.72 82.188 82° ll' .13600 4 
. 74 89.127 89° 8• .01513 2 
.76 96.471 96° 28• -.ll263 4 
.78 104.193 104° 12' -.24531 2 
.so ll2.320 1120 19' -.37973 4 
.82 120.879 120° 53 1 -.51329 2 
. 84 129.843 129° 51 1 -.o4078 4 
.86 139.239 139° 14• -.75738 2 
.88 Jl~9.094 149° 6• -.85806 4 
.90 159.408 159° 24 1 -.93606 1 
SAMPLE CAI.CULltTIOl\iS 
~=0.4 
ot. 71' r 12:. 2 ..L71'~&2 c~. ot. 7F r /!!.2 ..r.r. 
.oo 0 00 1.0000 2 
00 2F = 2.00000 
.02 0.3.51 21' .99998 4 0 
224 = 63.13216 
.o4 0.729 00 44' .99992 2 
10 2Z.2 =· 30.9536 
.06 1.134 8• .99980 4 
10 2F = -1.14716 
.o8 1.593 36 1 .99961 2 A 
20 A= 94.93860 
.10 2.160 10' .99929 4 
tW:J= .3165 
.12 2.808 20 48 1 .99881 2 
if- = .1002 
.14 3.618 30 37' .99801 4 
.16 4.536 40 32 1 .99687 2 
~18 5.643 50 39 1 .99514 4 
.20 6.912 60 55' .99272 2 
.22 8.397 80 24' .98927 4 
.24 10.125 10° 8' .98440 2 
.26 12.096 12° 6' .97778 4 
.28 14.310 140 19' .96894 2 
.30 16.848 160 51' .95707 4 
.32 1,9.683 190 41' .94JS7 2 
.31.~ 22.842 22.0 511 .92152 4 
.36 26.379 26° 23 1 .89584 2 
.38 30.267 30° 16' .86369 4 
.1.~0 34.560 34° 341 .82347 2 
.42 39.258 39° 15 1 .77439 4 
.44 44.1.~JS 440 25' • 71427 2 
.46 50.004 50° O' .64279 4 
.1.~8 56.079 560 5' .55199 2 
e>L7rr~2 ot7/rH.) f:do . £..?£~#) .rr. 
.50 62.b40 62° 38 1 .45968 4 
.52 69.741 69° 44' .34639 2 
.54 77.355 77° 21' .21899 4 
.56 85.536 85° 32 1 .07788 2 
.58 94.311 94° 19' -.07527 4 
.60 103.680 103° 411 -.23656 2 
.62 113.670 ll30 4o• -.40141 4 
.64 124.308 1240 18' -.56353 2 
.66 l35.594 l350 36 1 -. 71447 4 
.68 147.582 147° 35 1 -.BWW-7 2 
.70 160.272 160° 16• -.94127 4 
.72 173.691 173° 41' -.99393 2 
.74 187.839 181~ so• -.99067 4 
.76 202.770 202° 46 1 -.92209 2 
.78 218.!~84 218° 29 1 -.78279 4 
.so 235.008 235° o• -.57358 1 
SA.lPLE CAI.CULA'l'IONS 
,<:.? = o.6 
e oz.7/.r~2 ol-7/r~ ~-..l7/FjdV s .r. 
.oo 0 00 . 1.0000 4 
10 lJF = 4.00000 
.o2 1.161 10' .99919 2 0 
20 2Z4 = 38.59512 
.o4 2.376 23 1 .. 9991.3 4 
2Z2 = 21.89012 
.o6 3.645 30 39 1 .99797 2 2F = -.24086 
.o8 4.995 50 o• .99619 4 A 
60 
A = 64.24438 
.10 6.480 29 1 .99360 2 ~)= .2141 
.12 8.127 80 8• .98994 4 
; = .0458 
.J.h 9.936 90 56 1 .98501 2 
.16 11.988 llo 59 1 .97821 4 
.18 J.h.283 140 17 1 .969Cf) 2 
.20 16.848 160 51 1 .95707 4 
.22 19.737 190 44' .94127 2 
.24 22.950 22° 57' .92085 4 
.26 26.541 26° 32 1 .89467 2 
.28 30.564 30° 34 1 .86104 4 
.30 34.992 35° o• .81915 2 
.32 39.906 39° 54 1 .76717 4 
.34 45.3o6 45° 18 1 .70339 2 
.36 51.219 51° 13' .62638 4 
.• 38 57.726 57° 44' .53386 2 
.40 64.800 64° 48• .42578 4 
.42 72.!~95 72° 30 1 .3~71 2 
.44 80.865 80° 52 1 .15873 4 
.46 89.910 89° 55 1 .001.45 2 
ot.7/rtf2 .,zrr=#) Coo .oZ~#)_ .s:r. 
.L~8 99.657 99° 39 1 -.16763 4 
.so ll0.160 ll0° 10' -.34475 2 
.52 121.~.46 121° 27 1 -.52175 4 
.54 133.542 133° 33 1 -.68899 2 
.56 146.448 146° 27 1 -.83340 4 
.58 160.245 160° 15• -.94ll8 2 
.60 174.960 174° 58 1 -.996l4 4 
.62 190.593 190° 36 1 -.98294 2 
.64 207.198 207° 12 1 -.88942 4 
.66 224.802 224° 48 1 -. 7W57 2 
.68 243.L~o5 243° 24' -.44776 4 
.70 263.088 263° 5' -.12043 1 
SAJAPLE CALCUlATIONS 
.,.<:? = o.8 
at 7T r .61:. 2 ol-7/~ c~.oL ?/c-#,2 s:r. 
.oo 0 00 1.0000 2 
2F = 2.00000 
.o2 2.781 20 41. 1 .99882 4 0 2i4 = 23.69352 
.o4 5.589 50 35 1 .99526 2 222 = 10.2LJ].68 
.o6 8.478 80 29 1 .989o6 4 
.08 ll.502 llo 30 1 .97992 2 
2FA = -0.01512 
A= 35.92008 
140 
.10 14.688 41' .96734 4 ~)= .1197 
.12 18.090 18° 5• .95o61 2 i- = .OJ.43 
.14 21.735 21° 44' .92892 4 
.16 25.650 250 39 1 .90146 2 
.18 29.916 290 55' .86675 4 
.20 34.560 34° 34 1 .82347 2 
.22 39.609 39° 37' .77033 4 
.24 45.ll7 45° 7' • 70567 2 
.26 51.138 51° 8• .62751 4 
.28 57.672 57° uo' .53484 2 
.30 64.800 64° 48 1 .42578 4 
.32 72.549 72° 33 1 .29987 2 
.34 80.973 80° 58• .15701 4 
.36 90.072 90° 4• -.00116 2 
.38 99.954 99° 57 1 -.17279 4 
ll0° 
-
.brO ll0.592 36 1 -.35184 2 
.42 122.o67 122° 4• -.53091 4 
.44 134.433 134° 26' -.70008 2 
.46 147.690 147° 41• -.84511 4 
.48 161.919 161° 55' -.95061 2 
.5o 177.120 177° 7' -.99873 4 
ol ?/F k_2. ol?Trlf2.2 t:A7. ~ 7/ e,f<O J'.F. 
e .52 193.374 193° 22' -.97291 2 
.54 210.708 210° 42' -.85985 4 
.56 229.:1.49 229° 9' -.b5408 2 
.58 248.751 248° 45 1. -.362LJ+ 4 
.bO 269.568 269° 34' -.00756 1 
SAMPLE CAlCUlATIONS 
~=1.0 
ot.//rk)_ oL7/r/&'J ~. o'L 77? /cf:l. .s.r. 
.co 0 00 1.0000 4 
4F - 4.00000 
.02 5.400 50 24• .99556 2 0 224 = 2.38728 
.04 10.881 10° 53' .98201 4 2i.2 3.57360 = 
.o6 16.lJ.t3 J.Do 27 1 .95907 2 
2FA = .ooooo 
.o8 22.140 22° 8• .92631 4 
A = 9.96088 
.10 28.080 28° 5' .88226 2 M~)= 
34° 
.0332 
.12 34.263 16• .82643 4 ; 
= .oon 
.ll~ 40.777 40° 47 1 .75719 2 
.16 47.628 47° 38 1 .67387 4 
.18 54.891 54° 53' .57524 2 
.20 62.640 62° 38 1 . .45968 4 
.22 70.902 70° 54• .32722 2 
.24 79.731 79° 44' .17823 4 
.26 89.181 89° ll' .o1425 2 
.28 99.3o6 99° 18 1 -.16160 4 
.30 ll0.160 ll0° 10' -~34475 2 
.32 121.797 1210 48' -.52696 4 
.34 134.244 134° 15• -.69779 2 
.36 147.582 147° 35' -.84417 4 
.38 161.865 161° 52 1 -.95033 2 
.40 177.120 177° 7' -.99873 4 
.l~ 193.428 193° 26• -.97264 2 
.44 210.789 210° 47 1 -.859ll 4 
.46 229.3ll 229° 19' -.65188 2 
.48 249.048 2490 3' -.35755 4 
.5o 270.000 270° 0' .ooooo 1 
SAMPLE CAlCUlATIONS 
..,.<:P = 1.2 
at~r /;2:..2 cl-7/r {:!:.2 e:x, . ot7/r &:) s.r. 
.oo 0 00 1.oooo 2 
90 2F = 2.00000 
.02 9.342 21' .98671 4 0 
18° 
2i4 = 4.94728 
.o4 18.738 44• .94702 2 
28° 16' .88075 
2i2 = -4.07476 
.o6 28.269 4 
.os 37.989 37° 59' .788]9 2 2FA = -0.01.512 
47° 
A = -7.03716 
.10 47.952 57' .66978 4 ~)= -.0235 
58.239 580 14• .52646 .12 2 if = -. ()()(),55 
68° 53' .14 68.877 .36027 4 
.16 79.947 79° 57' .174.51 2 
.18 91.530 91° 32 1 -.02676 4 
.20 103.680 103° 4J.t 
-.236.56 2 
.22 ll6.451 ll6° 27 1 
-.41.642 4 
.24 129.897 1290 54 1 -,.6411.6 2 
.26 144.072 1114° 4' -.80970 4 
.28 1.59.084 1.590 5• -.93410 2 
.30 174.960 174° 58• -.99614 4 
.32 l91. 7.54 ]910 45• -.97905 ~ 
.34 209.574 209° 34' -.86978 4 
.36 228.420 228° 25 1 -.66371 2 
.38 248.400 ;£480 24' -.36812 4 
.40 269!'568 269° 34' -.00756 1 
SAMPLE CAlCUlATIONS 
4=1.4 
.27Trk,L ot-7/rL£,2 ea,. o1..77~) ..r.r. 
.oo 0 00 1.0000 4 
140 
l.,F = 4.00000 
.02 14"823 49 1 ~96675 2 0 
29° 
214 = 12.85976 
.04 29.727 441 .86834 4 
.o6 44.766 440 46 1 • 7CYJ98 
212. = 3 .18396 
2 
.o8 60.048 60° 3' .49924 4 
2FA = -0.24086 
75.600 75° .24869 
A = -12.88458 
.10 36 1 2 
91.530 91° -.02676 4 
1WJ= -.0429 
.12 32' 
.;. = -. 00184 
107° .l4 107.865 52 1 -.3o68o 2 
.16 l24.740 124° 44' -.56976 4 
.18 142.182 1420 ll' -. 78998 2 
.20 160.272 160° 16• -.94127 4 
.22 179.CY)l 179° 5' -.99987 2 
.24 ].98. 720 ].980 43' -.94712 4 
.26 219.213 2190 13' -.77476 2 
.28 240.651 240° 39' -.490l4 4 
.30 263.088 263° 5' -.12043 1 
SAMPLE C AICUIATIONS 
4=1.6 
ot 7/ r 62:.2 ot//r-UJ_ Co:; . c:z 7/ /" #.) v..r. 
.oo 0 0 0 1.0000 2 
22° 
2F = 2.00000 
.02 22.11~0 8• .92631 4 0 
lW.o 2Z4 = 6.94856 
.o4 44.334 20 1 .71529 2' 
660 43• .39528 4 2£2 = 3.94748 .o6 66.717 
.o8 89.370 89° 22 1 .ono5 2 
2F = -1.14716 A 
ll20 
A = -10.04320 
.10 ll2.320 19' -.37973 4 
135° 
~)= -.0335 
.J2 135.702 42' -. 71569 2 Jf= -.oou 
159° .14 J.S9.570 34' -.93708 4 
.16 184.032 l840 2' -.99752 2 
.18 209.142 209° 9' -.87335 4 
.20 235.008 235° o• -.57358 1 
SAMPLE CAWULATICES 
~=1.8 
ot..7/r/&) cZ7/r6fJ " -ca:1. ~rr,.f.t_) s:r=. 
.oo 0 00 1 .. 0000 4 
.02 31.509 31° 311 .85249 
LF = 4.00000 
2 0 
.. 04 63.099 63° 6• .452LJ3 4 
2£4 = -1.189.52 
.06 94.90.5 94° .54• -.08.542 
222 = 3.06828 
2 
.o8 126.9.54 126° .57' -.60ll2 
2F = -1.87212 
4 A 
.10 J59.408 J590 24' -.93606 
A = 4.00664 
1 
~)= .0134 
J = .00018 
APPENDIX III 
Definition of ~· and Evaluation of 
.2. for a Diffraction Limited Slit 
~0 as used in this thesis is equal to twice the 
ratio of the spatial frequency -w to the cutoff 
frequency Gt;J0 • 'I'he cutoff frequency is shown to be :1 
;..1C 
).. f.ntJ. 
Where ~ equals the wave length of the radiation. 
For a diffraction limited sl it aperture it was shown 
in Chapter II (Eq. 2-14) that: 
~f.> =f[1L~] 
_Q =f(t-4f~ == 
0 -
.2. 
- -
- 3 
• 52.= w, 3 • • 
1. Reference g 
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10. 
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